PROCEDURAL ACT

No. 01/2012 PHLG-EnC of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community of 21 June 2012 laying down the rules governing the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes in the Energy Community

The Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Energy Community ("the Treaty"), and in particular Articles 87 and 82 thereof,


Following up on the task assigned to the Permanent High Level Group in Articles 27(3) and 28(3) of Decision D/2011/02/MC-EnC to prepare a Procedural Act laying down the procedure for the incorporation of Guidelines and Network Codes adopted within the European Union,

Recognizing the importance of a synchronous evolution of the Energy Community acquis communautaire for the creation of an interconnected internal market throughout the Energy Community,

Acknowledging the necessity to transpose Guidelines and Network Codes into domestic legal orders as timely and truly to the original as possible, and to implement and enforce them vigorously,

Having regard to the Secretariat's proposal,

Taking into account the discussions at the meetings of 14 December 2011, 23 March 2012 and 21 June 2012,

HAS ADOPTED THIS PROCEDURAL ACT:

Article 1

Subject-Matter

These rules lay down the procedures for the adoption of Guidelines and Network Codes by Decision of the Permanent High Level Group of the Energy Community upon proposal of the European Commission, as required by Articles 27 and 28 of Decision D/2011/02/MC-EnC.
Article 2

Definitions

For the purpose of this Procedural Act


- The term "Network Code" means the codes adopted and/or amended under Regulation 714/2009 or Regulation 715/2009.

Article 3

Procedure

(1) The Presidency and the Vice-Presidencies shall include the European Commission's proposal on the adoption of Guidelines or Network Codes in the agenda of the next possible meeting of the Permanent High Level Group. The text of the proposal shall be circulated by the Secretariat to all members at least 30 days before the relevant meeting.

(2) If the next possible meeting of the Permanent High Level Group is to take place later than two months following the receipt of the above-mentioned proposal of the European Commission by the Secretariat, or later than three months, where it concerns the adoption of Network Codes, the Presidency, after consultation and in agreement with the Vice-Presidencies, may opt for decision-making by correspondence in line with the Rules of Procedure of the Permanent High Level Group.

(3) Where the European Commission’s proposal concerns the adoption of Network Codes, the Secretariat shall forward it to the President of the Regulatory Board and request the opinion of this institution within an appropriate timeframe not exceeding 30 days. The President of the Regulatory Board shall transmit its opinion officially to the Secretariat, who shall notify it to the members of the Permanent High Level Group without delay. Where the Regulatory Board fails to submit an opinion within the specified timeframe, the Permanent High Level Group shall proceed without such opinion.

(4) The Permanent High Level Group shall take its Decisions under this Procedural Act in accordance with Articles 78 to 81 of the Treaty.

(5) Decisions of the Permanent High Level Group shall:

a. Specify the period within which the Contracting Parties shall transpose Guidelines and Network Codes, as adopted by the Permanent High Level Group's Decision, into their domestic legislation and require that the Guidelines and Network Codes be transposed without changes to their text or their structure of the Decision, other than translation.

b. Require the Contracting Parties to ensure that the Guidelines and Network Codes, as adopted by the Permanent High Level Group's Decision, are binding on market participants, and task the national regulatory authorities with monitoring and enforcing compliance.
c. Require the Contracting Parties to notify the Secretariat of the measures transposing the Permanent High Level Group’s Decision, and of any subsequent changes made to those measures, within two weeks of the adoption of such measures.

(6) The Secretariat shall make Decisions available to all Parties within seven days of their adoption.

Article 4
Addressees and entry into force

This Procedural Act is addressed to the Parties and institutions of the Treaty. It shall enter into force upon adoption.

Article 5
Availability of these rules

The Secretariat shall make this Procedural Act available to all Parties within seven days of its adoption.

Done in Vienna on 21 June 2012

For the Permanent High Level Group:

[Signature]

(Presidency)